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Window Options

» 8300 series
Give your home a custom look with Royal
Series Window Designs. Make yor choice,
traditional or contemporary.

» 8300 series Sonoma
» Classic 3000 series
» 8500 series

Special Molded Resin makes these inserts sturdy, durable and rustproof. An ultraviolet-resistant vinyl coating adds
protection; inserts won't crack or peel.
Integral Window Seals keep out wind and rain. Dual-durometer extruded seals (two kinds of vinyl in the same
piece) stay soft and pliable.
Screw-in Fasteners hold the window frame snugly in place, yet make it easy to remove when replacing broken glass.
Snap-in Design lets you install the decorative inserts yourself, change them anytime you want, remove them for door
painting or glass cleaning.

Our Royal Series Window Desings Give Your Home Individuality. A Royal Series door wit our Window Design make it
easier than ever to combine the natural light you want for your garage with the beautifull look you want for you
home.
Royal Series Window Design become the top section of your garage door, or second section depending on pattern.
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The panels come as clear glass, ready for decorative inserts. Choose a style now. You can change it later.
DISTINCTIVE, ELEGANT WINDOW DESIGNS
Beautify your home with garage doors that combine the elegance of leaded glass windows with the security of
engineering resins.
These authentic desings recreate an age of elegance, graciousness and beauty
Majestic Design
beveled acrylic lites with brass or leaded acrylic
caming impress visitors and discriminating
homeowners by creating a look that is both grand
and stately.

Reflections Design
uses brass or leaded acrylic caming for an elegant
look with old world charm.
Clear diamond and rectangular bevels are set in
clear and glue-chip style acrylic,

Mystic Impresions
captures a warm, delicate look with an intricate silkscreened design on acrylic, a center focal point
accented by complex detailed corners. Overall
background pattern adds privacy.

Shaded Images
adds warmth to any home. Background combines
white and gray silk screening on acrylic with a
straight line border and an oval center design,
accented by clear areas.
These authentic design recreate an age of elegance, graciousness and beauty.
Now you can create the distinctively beautiful look of your home's custom entryway with elegant custom windows for
your Royal Series garage door(s)- making another dramatically beautiful entrance on an even larger scale.
The look is totally authentic: beveled glass in clear and glue-chip styles, leaded or brass caming, and intricate geometric
designs. But the material is acrylic, the wonderfully clear and incredibly strong engineering resin.
So, you get the best of both worlds: lasting beauty with safety, and security. Acrylic shrugs off impacts that would
shatter glass. Should the acrylic ever break, it's into harmless fragments - not dangerous shards.
Now you can accommodate your flair for beauty and your desire fory symmetry at an affordable price with these
elegant, classic windows for your Royal Series garage door(s).
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